Hello Mr Putin, I am not continuing in Russian, which I have forgotten since my school days. Macron
made a statement at the UN that I would like to correct immediately.
He said some nonsense, and on top of that, he implicated France.
My name is Eric Fiorile and I am the legitimate President of France; because when Sarkozy violated
French law by denying the national referendum where 55% of the French people refused to enter the
European Union, France found itself without a legitimate government since the constitution was
automatically annulled in accordance with the "Law of Laws": the Declaration of the Rights of Man
and Citizen.
The only case recognised in international law of a regime other than a "republic" is a "National
Transitional Council". I therefore proclaimed a Transitional Council in France in 2015, which was
subsequently declared to the UN, and which has since earned me prosecution by the political police.
Despite the silence of the media and the attacks on the internet, we managed in a few years to be
joined by several tens of thousands of French people and when we passed the 30,000 members mark
in 2020, I decided to announce my candidacy for this political Transition in the context of the
elections planned for 2022. I was arrested by the political police while I was on my way to Paris to
hold a public conference and imprisoned for almost a year, the time necessary to make this
movement disappear by smearing me in the media with false accusations assimilating me to a
common law criminal. Afterwards, new judicial threats prompted me to flee France and take refuge
abroad. It is important to know that in France, the status of "political prisoner" is not recognised,
which obliges prosecutors to invent false accusations to consider political prisoners as common
criminals.
So when I hear that Macron, in the name of France, does not recognise the annexation of the 4
territories, everything is false, everything is a lie! Firstly because it is not about France, Macron does
not even represent 15% of the French people, moreover the electoral frauds by which he was
declared "elected" have been denounced to the main control institutions; the Council of State and
the Constitutional Council, but which cannot succeed since they are the same ones who control these
bodies, like all the complaints for "crimes against humanity" which were filed at the international
court and which were also dismissed. So he does not represent France, and to say that France does
not recognise the annexations is simply nonsense. But moreover, such statements are also a violation
of international law since the UN Covenant states very clearly that "Peoples have the right to selfdetermination". Once a referendum has been offered to them, the people vote freely whether or not
they want to free themselves from the grip of the Ukrainian government, and if 95% of them express
their wish to free themselves to be attached to Russia. It cannot therefore be a question of
"annexation", but of the absolute right of peoples to self-determination. In his statement, Macron
announced that France does not recognise... but in reality, it is not in the name of France that he
speaks, but in the name of his American masters. It is not the American people, but a small caste that
is trying to impose its hegemony on the whole planet.
All this is clear to anyone who has studied a little history. A history that already shows how the
various French presidents have gradually introduced the CIA into French institutions until they placed
Sarkozy by forcing Chirac to introduce it into the government and to prepare his election. A Sarkozy
who, as soon as he was elected, hurriedly withdrew the army from France and entrusted it to the
Americans via NATO, and launched the privatisations that would enrich these Americans while
beginning to destroy the social and economic fabric of France. We are therefore in an extraordinary
situation: young men join the French army out of patriotism, to protect and defend the interests of
France, and find themselves in Ukraine or Africa to defend essentially American interests! While we

have no more reason to interfere in a conflict in Ukraine than in Yemen or Armenia! It is not France's
vocation to play the referee or the vigilante in all the world's conflicts. And if I speak like this, it is
because as the legitimate President of this country, since I am the one who declared this National
Transitional Council in 2015, I affirm that if a referendum were offered to the French people allowing
them to express themselves freely, the whole system of governance would be called into question.
That is why I have never proposed my candidacy as a "rival" to all those politicians who dream of
taking over. I propose a completely different system, a Transitional structure that would allow all the
French people to freely define the mode of governance they want, and therefore to write a new
constitution to re-establish "JUST LAW", because today France is no longer a state of Law!
So, when I hear such a statement, first of all I am ashamed for this France ridiculed by this impostor,
but moreover it puts us in danger because when I hear among my correspondents French people
wishing that Russia enters France to liberate us from the impostors in power, I find that monstrous:
France is France! We don't need Russia to come and free us from this small caste that controls our
country for the benefit of the USA! This is unacceptable! (Either we are able to save our country, or
we don't deserve it and it will become an "American state in Europe"). So when I go back in history,
of course I end up with Coudenhove Kalergi, with Retinger, and therefore with the Fabian society and
inevitably with its links with this religion that you mentioned in a recent speech: Satanism. A religion
that remains unknown to the people. People know about Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism and
other religions, but completely ignore Satanism. They make no connection with Jacob Frank, who is
well known in Ukraine, nor do they make the connection with Sabbatai Tsevi, they don't know what
Satanism is at all. There is always this permanent pitfall of information, which is one of the major
problems in France because all the media are completely controlled and real information remains
inaccessible. You have to go on the internet and know how to sort through the mass of
misinformation, which is very complicated.
So when we analyse the whole situation, and if instead of addressing you, I were to turn to biologists
or geneticists, I would tell them about a whole human civilisation in danger through an indirect, even
unconscious, attack on invariance and teleonomy. From this point on, there is really a major problem
on the whole planet, and not only in France or in matters concerning Russia. It's a global problem
whose major actors remain this small clan of rich American personalities who use many pawns,
among them Macron and previously Hollande and Sarkozy. It is still the same clique that is continuing
and completely destroying our country by using your action to justify the second part of the general
plan. The general plan was to start a fake pandemic and then follow it up with the economic crisis
(which would lead to more delinquency and then civil wars), but once you started this special
operation in Ukraine, our leaders used it to justify this economic crisis. Hence this campaign to
demonise you because you reject gender theory, the destruction of the family, the transformation of
little boys into little girls, in a word, everything that they consider as an "advance serving their
interests" (in the tradition of the Kinsey institute) but which in fact is a terrible reduction of
populations and a scheme underway to destroy the family, nations and religions. All this scheme that
you denounce, we, French, are involved in it. So I especially wanted you to know that France, the
Real France, the Free France of which I am the President, is the great majority of French people who
want to change the system, who can no longer stand this economic repression and who are well
aware that the aim of this economic repression is to wipe out hundreds of thousands of small
businesses, shopkeepers, and to completely ruin our country in order to wipe it out! I want to save
France, I'm completely committed to it despite a situation that forced me to flee my country and
take refuge elsewhere, I continue to try to awaken all my contemporaries to the realities of the world
and the urgency of the situation. And so, Mr Putin, what you have done is perfectly in line with the
right law, with legitimacy and with international law: first of all, a referendum allowing the people to

express themselves, and we, for our part, have already carried out work on the "Right of Peoples"
which we hope to be able to apply to protect all peoples. This referendum was decisive, and so what
follows is perfectly logical: this is not an "annexation" at all, because an annexation would mean
taking a territory by force without taking care of the inhabitants and "forcing them to"... Which is
what the Ukrainian government was trying to do against these populations. So in no way do the
French recognise themselves in Macron's speech. And Macron, as everyone knows, is just an
insignificant little puppet who dreams of being something else. I wanted you to be well informed
about this special situation we are living in France, because our country could still be a great country
if it regained its ethical, moral and cultural values, everything that the current leaders are trying to
destroy. Goodbye Mr Putin, take care of yourself.

